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ABSTRACT
A distributed task T on n processors is an input/output
relation between a collection of processors’ inputs and outputs. While all tasks are solvable if no processor may ever
crash, the FLP result revealed that the possibility of a failure of just a single processor precludes a solution to the task
of consensus. That is consensus is not solvable 1-resiliently.
Yet, some nontrivial tasks are wait-free solvable, i.e. n − 1resiliently. What tasks are solvable if at most t < n processors may crash? I.e. what tasks are solvable t-resiliently?
The Herlihy-Shavit condition characterizes wait-free solvability, i.e., when t = n − 1. The Borowsky-Gafni (BG) simulation extends this characterization to the t-resilient case
for the case “colorless” tasks - tasks like consensus in which
one processor can adopt the output of any other processor.
It does this by reducing questions about t-resilient solvability, to a question of wait-free solvability. The latter question
has been characterized.
In this paper, we amend the BG-simulation to result in
the Extended-BG-simulation, an extension that yields a full
characterization of t-resilient solvability: A task T on n processors is solvable t-resiliently iff all tasks T 0 on t + 1 simulators s0 , . . . , st created as follows are wait-free solvable.
Simulator si is given an input of processor pi as well as the
input to a set of processors of size n − (t + 1) with ids higher
than i. Simulator si outputs for pi as well as for a (possibly
different) set of processors of size n − (t + 1) with ids higher
than i. The input/output of the t + 1 simulators have to be
a projection of a single original input/output tuple-pair in
T.
We demonstrate the convenience that the characterization
provides, in two ways. First, we prove a new equivalence
result: We show that n processes can solve t-resiliently weak
renaming with n + (t + 1) − 2 names, where n > 1 and
0 < t < n, iff weak-renaming on t + 1 processors is wait-free
solvable with 2t names. Second, we reproduce the result
that the solvability of n-processors tasks, t-resiliently, for
t > 1 and n > 2, is undecidable, by a simple reduction to
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The most celebrated result of distributed computing, the
FLP impossibility result [9], is couched in the domain of
resiliency: Any number of processors, communicating asynchronously by message-passing, with the possibility of at
most one faulty (1-resiliently), cannot asynchronously reach
consensus. The result applies to Shared-Memory (SM) too [4].
It may be thought that in SM 2 processors with one faulty
cannot reach consensus, since it is “one against one;” yet,
100 processors with the possibility of just one faulty, then
with the overwhelming majority of 99 non-faulty processors
they could reach consensus. The FLP result proved they
cannot.
The FLP proves the result about 100 processors with 1
faulty directly. It has to deal with “fair executions” and
other cluttering details. Proving FLP for 2 processors in SM
is clean and short [4]. Can the FLP impossibility be reduced
to the impossibility of 2 processors solving consensus waitfree in SM?
The BG-Simulation [2, 6] does just that.
It reduces a class of questions about resiliency to questions about wait-free (i.e. n − 1-resiliency). It can be used
to prove FLP in the SM context by proving the impossibility for 2 processors, and then showing that the existence
of r/w protocol that can solve consensus for 100 processors
1-resiliently, will imply a wait-free consensus protocol for 2
processors, leading to a contradiction.
The idea of the reduction is to take 2 simulators s0 and
s1 . If there exist a code code0 , code1 ,. . ., code99 , for 100 processors that solves consensus 1-resiliently, then w.l.o.g there

exists an input and an execution e0 (in which only 99 processors are induced to participate) that results a decision
0, and execution e1 (in which all processors are induced to
participate) that results a decision value 1 [9]. Simulator
si , i = 0, 1 in solo execution emulates execution ei where
they service the participating codes in a round-robin fashion. It is shown that the BG-simulation is such that the
failure of a simulator manifests itself as lack of progress of
a single code. Thus the emulated execution is 1-resilient.
Consequently, at least 99 codes will have an output. Since
for consensus all outputs are the same, it can be adopted as
a consensus output for s0 and s1 .
Moreover, the BG-simulation not only reduces 1-resilient
consensus to 2-processors wait-free consensus, it also fully
characterizes the 1-resilient solvability of the task T of nprocessors consensus: T is 1-resiliently solvable iff there exists a wait-free protocol for 2 processors to solve 2-processor
consensus. The BG simulation shows that if T is solvable
1-resiliently then 2-processor consensus is solvable wait free.
In the other direction: Were 2 processors wait free able to
do consensus, then n processors 1-resilently would have been
able to do consensus too; all processors wait on any processor among processors p0 and p1 to reach consensus and
announce it, as at least one among the two processors must
be alive.
Thus, if wait-free tasks are characterized by the HS conditions [11], we would like to take any question about tresilient solvability and reduce it to a question about waitfree solvability. The BG-simulation does this only for a subclass of such questions.
It can bee seen that the correctness of the emulation relies
heavily on the fact that the two simulators, one perhaps observing only 99 entry output tuple and the other observing
100, will nevertheless, output the same value, as all simulated processors output the same value. But what about
tasks in which this is not the case.
Imagine you wanted to simulate 100 processors, 1-resilient,
by 2 simulators wait-free, such that s0 ’s output includes the
output of code0 and s1 ’s output include the output of code1 .
If the task is not consensus, then when s0 observes 99 outputs, these may be outputs for codes code1 , . . . , code99 , while
code0 is the one on which progress was blocked as a result
of a failure of simulator s1 . Thus the BG-simulation cannot
accommodate such a requirement.
This drawback is remedied here by the Extended BGsimulation. It allows a simulator to be associated uniquely
with certain code and guarantees that when simulator s0 returns wait free with 99 or 100 outputs, one of these outputs
in both cases is the output of code0 . This is derived from
a simple observation that if s0 cannot return only because
code0 is blocked by s1 , then s1 has enough outputs to depart. Thus, we can implement a “safe abort” operation that
releases code0 from being blocked by s1 , under the condition
that s1 will depart and will not obstruct s0 anymore.
Extending the BG-simulation by this simple property results in a full characterization of t-resiliency in terms of waitfreedom.
Given a task T on n > t processors we create the task
T 0 on t + 1 simulators s0 , ...st , such that T is t-resiliently
solvable iff T 0 is wait-free solvable: Simulator si is given the
input of processor pi as well as the input to a set of processors of size n − (t + 1) with ids higher than i. Simulator
si outputs for pi as well as for a (possibly different) set of

processors of size n − (t + 1) with ids higher than i. The
input/output of the t + 1 simulators have to be a projection of a single original input/output tuple-pair in T , where
all inputs in the tuple appear as an input to at least one
simulator.
As an example, consider the task of WeakRenaming (n +
t, n, n + t − 1) [12]. This is a task on n + t processors and
requires a processor in a participating set of size n to output
a unique integer in the range 1 to n + t − 1. The question
is whether this task is solvable 2t = r-resiliently. Thus the
induced wait-free task is on r + 1 = 2t + 1 = 2(t + 1) − 1
simulators. The characterization implies that when t + 1
simulators si i ∈ {0, . . . , 2t} participate, where the input
to si is the id of pi , as well as all the ids of processors
in {p2t+1 , . . . , pn+t−1 }, then the problem is wait-free solvable. Notice that the induced size of participating set of
processors in T , that is, all the union of ids that appear
as inputs to simulators, is n. Thus, each processors si will
output a unique integer for pi as well as they will all agree
to output the same unique integers for all the processors in
{p2t+1 , . . . , pn+t−1 }. We will see that this implies that simulators chose for themselves a unique integer in a range of
size 2(t + 1) − 2.
Why do we bring this “complex” example? Turns out that
just because si has an output for pi we can show that the
wait-free task T 0 on 2t + 1 simulators induced by WeakRenaming (n + t, n, n + t − 1), is equivalent WeakSymmetryBreaking (2(t + 1) − 1, t + 1) (WSB) which is a task on
2(t + 1) − 1 processors and just asks that for participating set of size t + 1 all processor output 0 or 1, but at
least one processor outputs 0 and at least one processor outputs 1. This task was recently been shown to be unsolvable
for certain values of t and solvable for others [7]. We can
immediately infer that the same holds for WeakRenaming
(n + t, n, n + t − 1).
The answer to the question about the solvability of WeakRenaming (n + t, n, n + t − 1) [10] is the new tangible ramification of the characterization of the t-resilient solvability,
and indeed, the quest to answer this question motivated this
paper.
Another by-product of the characterization is a significant simplification of the derivation of the HR result that
implies that the question about the solvability of a task
on n processors, for any given n, 2-resiliently, is undecidable [15]. Prior to the HR result the GK result proved that
the question of solvability of tasks on 3 processors wait-free
is undecidable [16, 17]. The HR derivation appealed to first
principles. Here we reproduced the HR result by using the
new resiliency characterization and showing that solvability
question n processors tasks 2-resiliently is undecidable iff 3
processors wait-free is.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define
resiliency, recall the details of the BG Agreement-Protocol [2,
6], and present its extended version. In Section 3, we prove
the extended characterization of t-resiliency. Finally, in Section 4, we then show the above two ramifications of the
characterization, and in Section 5, conclude the paper.

2.

THE MODEL

We assume a single-writer multiple-reader Atomic Snapshot shared-memory [1] model. Each processor pi has a dedicated cell Ci , to which it writes exclusively, and can read the
whole memory in a snapshot. Processors alternate between

writing and reading in a snapshot. W.l.o.g we assume that
processors when they write, they write their whole history.
To start with, the memory cells are initialized to ⊥, and the
initial state of each processor is its own private input. The
last snapshot by a processor is called its view.
A task T is a binary relation ∆ between input tuples,
vectors of inputs to subsets of processors, called the participating sets, and output tuples, a commensurate size vectors
of output values.
For instance, consider the consensus task on n processors.
For each subset of k processors, there are 2k input vectors,
telling a processor whether to start with 0 as an input or
1. If all processors start with 0, then the output vector is
all 0’s, and if all start with 1 then the output vector is all
1’s. Otherwise, for each input vector there are two possible
output vectors one of all 0’s and the other one of all 1’s.
A task is “colorless” if given an input-output tuple (In, Out)
∈ ∆ where the length of the Out vector is k, and the set of
values that appear in Out is σ, then for all vectors v ∈ σ k ,
(In, v) ∈ ∆. (For a generalization of colorlessness that captures the outputs of the BG-simulation declaratively, see [6].)
A protocol is a partial mapping from views to output values.
An execution is an infinite sequence of processors names.
Every appearance of a processor in the sequence is called a
“step.”
With each entry in an execution we associate a set of
views, one for each processor. We do this by interpreting
the first appearance of a processor name in the sequence as
a write action, the second appearance as a snapshot action,
the third as a write action, etc. Initially the view of a processor is its own input. A processor which took a step in an
execution is called “participating.”
A processor pi is non-faulty in an execution e if its name
appears infinitely many times in e. It is otherwise faulty.
An environment is a set of infinite executions. A task
T is solvable in an environment N by a protocol Π, if for
all executions e ∈ N , every non-faulty processor reaches a
view that is mapped by Π to an output value. Considering only the first such view for each processor, the resulting input output can be extended to a pair in ∆: If we
then take the vector of the participating set, and fill out the
corresponding-size vector with these output values in the
appropriate positions, then we say that the task is solvable
by Π if the possible empty entries can be filled-out (completed) such that the resulting output values vector and the
vector of the participating set are members of ∆.
Given a system of n processors, a t-resilient environment
is the set of executions Nt such that for all e ∈ Nt at least
n−t processors are non-faulty. A task is t-resiliently solvable
if there is a protocol Π such that T is solvable in Nt with Π.
Environment Nn−1 that places no constraints on the infinite
executions is called wait-free.
It is straightforward to see that if a task T is t-resiliently
solvable by a protocol Π, then there is a protocol Π0 such
that solves T in a environment Nt0 in which a processor stops
taking steps as soon as it decides with Π. Intuitively, once
a processor pi decides, it can be simulated taking steps in a
lock-step manner together with some not yet decided processor, chosen and registered in the shared-memory by pi
before deciding. By repeating this procedure for each decided processor, we obtain a simulated t-resilient execution
of Π in which every non-faulty process decides.

2.1

Special Tasks

In this paper we deal with two specific tasks. The task
WeakRenaming(u, p, s) [12] requires that if only p processors
participate out of a universe of u processors p0 , . . . , pu−1 ,
then each outputs a unique integer in the range 1, . . . , s.
Why do we choose p out of u? To force the algorithm
on the p processors to be a “comparison-based algorithm.”
By Ramsey Theorem [3] if the p processors are chosen from
a universe big enough then the algorithm is comparisonbased. We know that here exist a wait-free comparisonbased algorithm — an algorithm that only compares ids for n processors to wait-free rename in the range 1, . . . , 2n −
1 [12]. A simple variation of that algorithm shows that there
exists a comparison algorithm that t-resiliently rename n
processors in the range 1, . . . , n + t.
It was recently shown that WeakRenaming(2n − 1, n, 2n −
2) is wait-free unsolvable for certain values of n while it is
solvable for others [7]. It makes sense that WeakRenaming(n+
t, n, n + t − 1) will exhibit the same behavior when at most t
out of the n may fail, with t + 1 as the value that determines
the solvability. This observation made by Hagit Attiya [10]
initiated this research.
The other task we deal with is WSB(u, p). This task requires that if only p processors participate out of a universe
u, then each outputs either 0 or 1 with at least one 0 and one
1 among the outputs. It is known [5] that WSB(2n − 1, n)
is wait-free equivalent to WeakRenaming(2n − 1, n, 2n − 2).
This paper extends this and shows that WSB(2(t+1)−1, t+
1) is equivalent to WeakRenaming(n + t, n, n + t − 1). for
all t < n.

2.2

An Agreement-Protocol (AP)

An agreement-protocol [2, 6] is a protocol that solves consensus (leader election) in an environment in which all processors that take a step, take at least b steps for some b ≥ 3.
Notice that directly from the abstract definition of an AP
we can derive the following property: If all participating
processors are past b steps then every participating processor can immediately decide; it can simulate itself continuing
solo. Indeed, by applying the valence-based arguments [9],
we can derive that no further steps can change the valence
of the system state: otherwise, there is an extension of the
state in which no decision is possible. Consequently, we can
talk about the state of the AP. It is either “decided” or not.
To make things concrete, here’s a simple instance of an
agreement-protocol:
Suppose that each cell Ci in the SWMR memory is subdivided into two cells Ci,1 and Ci,2 , both initialized to ⊥.
The algorithm proceeds in two phases. In the first phase pi
writes its name i in Ci,1 . It then takes a snapshot of the
names, Si := C∗,1 , to get a set of names Si . In the second
phase processor pi posts the snapshot, Ci,2 := Si . It then
waits until its snapshot of C∗,2 is such that there exists a
not-a-⊥ cell Cj,2 , such that for all k ∈ Cj,2 , Ck,2 6= ⊥. When
this happens pi return the smallest name from the smallest
set Cl,2 it sees (No need for tie-breaker as snapshots of the
same size are identical).
For the this agreement-protocol b = 3. Safety - all processor that return a name return the same name - follows from
the fact that as time progresses the smallest set posted at
phase 2 can only decrease. Since posted sets are snapshots
it follows that two sets of the same size are identical. By
way of contradiction assume Sp > Sq and one processor re-

turned a name from Sp and another from Sq . Thus Sq was
posted after Sp and by virtues of snapshots Sq ⊂ Sp and
q ∈ Sq . But the halting condition says that there exist some
snapshot Sm greater or equal to Sp and all its processors
have a already posted their set. Since q belongs to Sm we
have a contradiction.
Liveness follows from the fact that if all processors that
took a step executed at least 3 steps, then if q appears in any
snapshot, then it took the first step, and since it took the
3rd step, a snapshot is now posted at Cq,2 , and consequently
the halting condition holds.
To extend as AP to an Extended AP (EAP) we need the
the protocol below.

2.3

Commit-Adopt (CA) Protocol

The Commit-Adopt Task [13] is specified as follows:
Processors are divided into groups, the members of each
group share the unique group-name.
1. If a processor outputs before anybody in another group
started, then it outputs “commit my-group-name,”
2. If a processor outputs “commit j” for some group name
j, then all processors output either “commit j,” or
“adopt j.”
The CA task is wait-free solvable in two phases similar to
the phases of the agreement protocol:
In the first phase pi writes its group name to Ci,1 and
then reads all C∗,1 . If in the first phase pi observes only
a single group name it writes “commit my-group-name” in
Ci,2 , otherwise it writes “abort.” It then reads C∗,2 if it
reads only “commit group-name” it outputs “commit groupname,” and if it reads both “commit j” and “abort” it outputs “adopt j.”
Obviously, only the group name written first in the first
phase has a chance that a processor will write it as a commit
argument in the second phase. Also, if a processor commits,
it did not read any abort in the second phase, consequently
“commit” was written first. Thus all will see a commit posting and will either commit or adopt.
If we use two CA in succession and the adopt value of the
first CA is the input of a processor to the second CA, then
if a processor commit in the first CA, all will commit either
in the first CA or the second CA.

2.4

Extended Agreement Protocol

The Extended Agreement Protocol (EAP) is a sequence of
sub-protocols. Each element in the sequence is an AgreementProtocol or a Commit-Adopt. The sequence starts with an
AP protocol and from there on alternates between an AP
and a CA. The output of an AP is the input to the succeeding CA, while a value adopted in CA is an input to the
succeeding AP.
What are the properties of EAP? To terminate an EAP
we will require a processor to execute the EAP sub-protocols
in order until it commits an agreement value in some CA.
Consequently by the properties of CA, EAP is safe: All processors that terminate an EAP will output the same value.
If one processor commits in one CA, the rest that do not
commit but adopt will submit the same value to the subsequent AP. Consequently, if the AP is decided it decides that
value which will be then submitted to the succeeding CA,
which will commit the decision.

The addition, the CA protocol provides for a safe abort
of an AP within the EAP. Suppose that a simulator waiting
on some AP within an EAP decides to abort the AP and
continue. It will write in SM that it aborts that AP (so that
other simulators do not wait at this AP any more) and can
now safely proceed to the succeeding CA with any value it
wants.
If no processors invokes an “abort,” then EAP coincide
with AP. Processors that start the EAP will go through the
first AP and wait until it is resolved. Once it is resolved
they go with the resolution value to the next CA and since
they all start it with the same value they will all commit to
that value and the EAP is terminated.
In the Extended BG-simulation an AP in an EAP will
be aborted by a simulator si which cannot progress in the
simulation but cannot halt as it does not have an output for
pi or n − t − 1 processors with ids higher than i.

3.

CHARACTERIZATION OF t-RESILIENCY

In this section, we describe the extended BG-simulation
protocols and apply it to completely characterize t-resilient
solvability of tasks.

3.1

T is t-resiliently Solvable → T0 is Wait-Free
Solvable

In this subsection we show how t + 1 simulators solve T0
wait-free given a code with which T is t-resiliently solvable.
The Extended BG-simulation that uses EAP works as follows.
We have t + 1 simulators where simulator si is associated
with pi , i = 0, . . . , t. Each simulator si that started, i.e.,
having taken at least one step, has an input value for pi and
the input values for n − t − 1 processes pj such that j > i.
We say that codei of T has started if some simulator pi has
started with an input for pi .
As in the original BG protocol [2, 6], simulators, in the
round-robin fashion, simulate all codes in code0 , . . . , coden−1
for which any started simulator has an input value (we call
these codes also started ). The simulators asynchronously
move the program-counter of the codes, by inductively agreeing on a value for the next read-command in the code. Once
a read-command value is agreed on the program counter
can be moved to the next read command in the code. The
“write” that follows a read command for which there is an
agreed value, is deterministically defined by the last read.
Thus, when a simulator wants to propose a value for a read
command all it needs to do is take a snapshot of the places
of the program-counters in order to propose a valid “read”
value. The problem is, of course, that different simulators
may propose different value for the same simulated readcommand, as the program-counters move asynchronously.
But as the read-commad is an asynchronous read all teh
value they propose are valid and all they need is to agree on
one of the values.
They do this by employing an EAP for each read-command.
A processors that waits on an AP inside an EAP to terminate proceeds to simulate another read-command in the
order. Since we have at the most t + 1 simulators at most t
APs may be unresolved. When an AP is resolved processors
proceed to the succeeding CA, commit the resolved value,
and by that the program-counter of that code is moved to
the next read-command (Figure 1).
In following this procedure, we say that a simulator si is

code 0

code n−1

AP10

AP1n−1

CA01

CAn−1
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AP2n−1
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CAn−1
2

1st EAP

1st EAP

Figure 1: The use of EAP in simulating a protocol on n processors: each read command of every
code codei is simulated using an instance of extended
agreement protocol.
complete if si witnesses each code to be either terminated,
or not started for the lack of input, or having an unresolved
EAP for its current read-command (we say that the code
is stalled ). A simulator si is stuck if it is complete and
cannot depart: the output of codei is missing or the number
of terminated codes with ids higher i is less than n − t.
We say that a simulator si blocks code codej if si has not
completed enough steps in an AP of EAP of codej . Since a
simulator only proceeds to the next simulated code when it
has completed the AP protocol of the current one, no two
codes that any simulator witnesses (using an atomic snapshot) as being stalled can be blocked by the same simulator.
The following lemma is immediate from the definition of
a simulator being stuck:
Lemma 1. When a simulator si is complete, all started
codes that are witnessed as not stalled by si have terminated.
Once a simulator gets stuck, it aborts all codes it witnessed
stalled. For each stalled code, it marks the stalled AP as
“aborted,” and proceeds to the next CA proposing any valid
value. If a blocking simulators wakes up and finds that the
AP has been aborted, it checks if it has enough output values
to depart. If so, the simulator departs, otherwise, it also
proceeds to the next CA with any valid value.
The intuition here is that if a live simulator is stuck,
then there must be at least one blocking simulator that has
enough outputs to depart: the blocking simulators cannot
obstruct each other from departing. Formally:
Lemma 2. If a simulator si is complete, witnessing k codes
being stalled, then at most k started simulators cannot depart.
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. The case k = 0
follows directly from Lemma 1: if no started code is stalled,
then all started codes have terminated. But each started

simulator sj has started codej and n − t − 1 codes with ids
higher than j. Thus, each started simulator can depart.
Now suppose that the claim holds for all k0 ≤ k and consider the case of k + 1 stalled codes, codei1 , . . ., codeik+1 ,
ordered with increasing ids. Let S be the set of started simulators that are blocked by codes codei1 , . . ., codeik , i.e., the
codes that would stay blocked if we assume that codeik+1
has terminated. By induction hypothesis, |S| ≤ k.
Now let si be the highest started simulator not in S that is
blocked by codes codei1 , . . ., codeik+1 . (If no such si exists,
then there are less than k + 1 blocked codes in total and the
claim trivially holds.)
By definition, each started simulator not in S with id
higher than i can depart. Now consider a started simulator sj ∈
/ S with j < i. Since si ∈
/ S, there are at least
n − t − 1 terminated codes with ids higher than j. Since
sj ∈
/ S, by Lemma 1, codej has also terminated. Thus, sj
can depart.
Hence, in the worst case, si is the only simulator not in S
that cannot depart, and we have at most k + 1 simulators in
total that cannot depart because of k + 1 stalled codes.
By Lemma 2, if a simulator si is stuck, then at least one
blocking simulator can depart. Indeed, since si is not blocking any code, by the pigeon-hole principle, at least one blocking simulator can depart.
Thus, aborting the stalled codes in case a simulator gets
stuck does not affect liveness. Either the blocking simulator
is faulty, and will not obstruct the simulated codes anymore,
or it will eventually realize that it has enough outputs and
depart. In both cases, the live and not yet terminated simulators got rid of at least one simulator. Inductively, eventually one live simulator will participate in an unobstructed
simulation until all the codes it needs to depart terminate.
This finishes the description of the Extended BG-simulation.
To solve T 0 simulators use the code for T through the
Extended BG-simulation, as T is t-resiliently solvable.
Thus:
Theorem 3. If T is t-resiliently solvable, then T 0 is waitfree solvable.
Note that the number of distinct APs and CAs that can
be used in an instance of EAP is bounded by t: the maximal
number of simulators that can block a given code.

3.2

T0 is Wait-Free Solvable → T is t-resiliently
Solvable

We have n > t processors in T . We have a code for t +
1 simulators to solve T0 . When processors in T wake up
they write their input and then wait until they see at one
processor acting as a simulator, terminate. Initially, only
the first t + 1 processors, p0 , . . . , pt , act as simulators of T 0 .
To act as a simulator the processor has to observe at least
n + (t − 1) inputs of other processors with index higher than
it. A code codei (i = 0, . . . , t) of T 0 is considered started in
T 0 only if there are inputs for pi and at least n − (t + 1)
processors of ids higher than itself. The started code codei
posts this set of n − t inputs as its input to T 0 . (It is easy to
see that this rule satisfies the input condition of T 0 .) We say
that a simulator pi is awake if it is associated with a started
in T 0 code. Notice that the availability of input to pi in T
does not necessarily mean that codei is started in T 0 .
Since we work t-resiliently, the pigeon-hole principle implies:

Lemma 4. For every processor pi that has an input to T ,
there is at least one non-faulty awake simulator that has the
input of pi to T in its input to T 0 .
Just consider the simulator which is awake and has the
highest index. Notice, that to start with, if k simulators are
awake, then for any k processors, one can have a one-to-one
correspondence between processors and simulators such that
if simulator si corresponds to processor pj then pj ’s input is
in the input of si .
This is easy to see. If all k processors’ input appear in all
simulators then we are done. If not, consider the simulator
with the highest index. All processor with index greater
equal to it appear as an input, when we move backward
on awake simulators if some processor does not appear as
input the the simulator going backward, and there can be
only one, we associate this processor with this simulator.
We are using this property later implicitly. Consequently
it also holds implicitly for output sets as they are the same
size as the input sets.
Initially, the awake simulators use Extended BG-simulation
of t + 1 codes solving T 0 . Note that simulators may have
different ideas about the input for any given codei . This is
because different simulators may have found different sets
of n − t inputs for pi and n − t − 1 processors of ids higher
than i. Thus, to make sure that the codes are simulated
consistently, the first AP for each simulated codei is used to
agree on the input of codei to T 0 .
By Lemma 4, at least one awake simulator is non-faulty,
and, thus, at least one codei terminates with values for pi
and n − t − 1 processors pj , j > i. The output condition for
T0 implies that, when k terminate in T 0 , at least n−(t+1)+k
processors have outputs in T . Each simulator si of these k
simulators departs with the output of its own code.
When a live non-simulator observes at least n − t outputs of T , it joins the Extended BG-simulation of the t + 1
(awake) codes in T0 . A processor that sees an output for
itself departs. Since we can make a one-to-one correspondence between k simulators and k processors, if k processors
do not have an output then the number of simulators that
are awake and did not terminate is at least k, which corresponds to at least k codes in T0 which can be simulated.
Here we use the flexibility of Extended BG-simulation that
allows arbitrarily many simulators to simulate arbitrarily
many codes. What matters here is that, since the number
of simulators does not exceed the number of simulated codes,
the simulation makes progress, as long as there is at least
one live simulator.
As in Section 3.1, a simulator gets stuck when all started
codes either have terminated or are stalled, and the simulator still does not have its output for T .
By Lemma 2, when a simulator gets stuck, i.e., all started
codes either have terminated or are stalled, and the simulator still does not have its output for T , at least one blocking
simulator can depart. As the simulation continues, eventually every simulator departs and the task T is solved.
Thus:
Theorem 5. If T 0 is wait-free solvable, then T is t-resiliently
solvable.

4.

REDUCTIONS
In this section, we present two applications of the above

equivalence result: a characterization of t-resilient weak renaming and decidability of t-resilient tasks.

4.1

Characterization of t-Resilient Weak Renaming

We want to show that if WSB(2(t+1)−1, t+1) is impossible to solve wait-free, then WeakRenaming (n+t, n, n+t−1)
is impossible to solve 2t-resiliently (the other direction is
known [5] and therefore after the reduction the problems
are proved equivalent).
We will prove that if WeakRenaming(n + t, n, n + t − 1) is
2t resiliently solvable then WSB(2(t+1)−1, t+1) is solvable.
For this we will use our characterization of resiliency. It says
that WeakRenaming is equivalent to a task WeakRenaming0
on 2t + 1 simulators, out of which we wake up enough simulators such that the induced participating set in the WeakRenaming task is of size n. We will show that if we wake
up exactly any t + 1 simulators with a total of inputs for
n processors, then when solving WeakRenaming0 wait-free,
then each simulator can also output 0 and 1 and such that
at least one simulator outputs 0 and at least one simulator
outputs 1. This therefore will solve WSB(2(t + 1) − 1, t + 1).
The input to simulator si , (i = 0, . . . , 2(t + 1) − 2) is
the id of pi and the ids of processors p2(t+1)−1 , . . . , pn+t−1 .
Simulator si submits this input to WeakRenaming0 . It can
be easily seen that, for up to t + 1 started simulators, these
inputs satisfy the inputs condition for weak renaming for up
to n started processors.
When simulator si terminates WeakRenaming0 it has an
output for at least n + t − (2t + 1) + 1 = n − t processors,
where among them is also processor pi , for which it return
the integer Ii . If it has an output Ij for any pj , 0 ≤ j ≤
2(t + 1) − 2, j 6= i, then if Ii < Ij it outputs 0 (“less”) and
otherwise it outputs 1 (“more”).
If si observes no output for any other simulator but itself,
then it has exactly n − (t + 1) + 1 = n − t outputs. An
output for each of processors p2(t+1)−1 , . . . , pn+t−1 and an
output for itself. Thus, out of the integers in 1 to n + t − 1
it is missing t + (t − 1) integers. Observe that either the
number of missing integers that are less than Ii is less than
t, or the number of missing integers that are greater than Ii
is less than t. In the former case it returns 0 (less) and in
the latter case 1 (more).
We claim that if all t + 1 simulators return then at least
one simulator will output 0 and at least one simulator will
output 1.
If each simulator returned output values for at least two
processors that correspond to simulators, then the simulator
sj whose Ij is the smallest must return 0, and the simulator
with maximum Ij must return 1. The only difficulty is when
one of these extreme two simulators, the one that returns
the smallest Ii or the one that returns the largest, observed
no other simulator. But in this case when the rest of t
simulators return and say si returned 0, then the number
of missing integers less than Ii is less then t. Consequently,
by pigeon-hole principle one of simulators has to return an
integer larger than Ii and therefore will output 1. Conversely
the other case.

4.2

2-resilient Tasks are Undecidable

Some tasks are r/w wait-free solvable and some are not [9].
A task on n processors has a precise finite encoding specification. Why not build a decision program whose input is

a task encoding and whose output is “yes” or “no” according to whether the encoded task is r/w wait-free solvable
or not? Indeed this question was raised in [14] where they
show that 2 processors tasks is a reachability problem and
consequently, decidable.
In [16, 17], it was shown that the family of tasks on 3
processors is undecidable.
Later, in [15] the authors worry that perhaps 3 processors
tasks are undecidable, but if you take 100 processors and
only 2 may fail, then the question of whether the task is
solvable is decidable. They prove that it is not but appealed
to first principle rather than by reduction to 3 processors
tasks.
Here, using the characterization of t-resilient solvability
we now show how a program to decide 100-processor 2resilient tasks can be used to decide 3-processor wait-free
tasks.
Let T 3 be a task on 3 processors p0 , p1 , p2 . Build from it
a task T 2−res on n processors p0 , . . . , pn−1 as follows. The
projection of ∆ of T 2−res , on p0 , p1 , p2 , (i.e., we take an
input-output tuple in T 2−res and just look at what inputoutput relation it implies vis p0 , p1 , p2 ), is T 3 . Conversely,
any input-output tuple which may be syntactically in T 2−res
is there, if its projection on p0 , p1 , p2 is in T 3 , and moreover
the rest of the symbols in the output appear as an output of
one of the processors p0 , p1 , p2 in the tuple. In other words,
any processor from p4 , . . . , pn−1 is allowed to adopt any output it sees returned by any processor among p0 , p1 , p2 .
We want to show that T 3 is wait-free solvable if and only
if T 2−res is 2-resiliently solvable.
If T 3 is solvable then T 2−res is: Processors p4 , . . . , pn−1
wait on processors p0 , p1 , p2 to execute T 3 until at least an
output is available. They adopt this output and drop out.
The rest of the processors in p0 , p1 , p2 finish executing T 3 to
get an output.
If T 2−res is solvable then T 3 is: Three simulators s0 , s1 , s2
run n-processor Extended BG-simulation of T 2−res . Each
simulator si returns among other values a value for pi , and
thus the simulator adopt it as its output in T 3 .

5.

CONCLUSION

We amended the BG-simulation to get the Extended BGsimulation. The Extended BG-simulation allows each simulator to be associated with a unique processor and return
values as in the BG-simulation but with the additional property that a simulator returns an output value for the processor it is associated with.
We show that the Extended BG-simulation fully captures
t-resiliency for distributed tasks. With the Extended BGsimulation we can reduce questions about t-resilient solvability to questions about wait-free solvability. The latter is
characterized by the HS conditions [11].
Thus this paper “closes” an area with no open questions
remaining.
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